Press Release
Over 600 Partnering discussions at the first European Chemistry
Partnering Summer Summit.




Opening by Michael Brandkamp, High-Tech Gründerfonds
Industry ratio of participants over 70 %
3rd European Chemistry Partnering to take place on 26 February 2019

26 September 2018, Düsseldorf
The first ECP Summer Summit ended today with an international get-together at the headquarters of the
consumer and industrial goods company Henkel. 250 participants from 16 nations came together to
exchange ideas on innovation across many disciplines: Over 600 partnering discussions took place within six
hours. 53 companies presented their innovations in 6-minute short presentations (Pitches) and 18 exhibitors
took the opportunity to present their products and services along the value chain in chemical production.
"The ECP is a great marketplace" said Michael Brandkamp, Managing Director of High-Tech Gründerfonds,
in his opening speech at the first ECP Summer Summit, and added: "We have an unimaginable density of
Start-ups in Europe. Here at the ECP, their innovative strength becomes permanently transparent for the first
time. And all of us, young growth companies, investors as well as industrial enterprises, need dialog in such
an international competitive environment more urgently than ever".
The highlight of every ECP, before the start of the partnering discussions, is a Key Note speech from an
experienced entrepreneur. This time Dr. Wolfram Stichert reported on his experiences. He is co-founder of
hte GmbH, which specializes in high throughput experimentation in catalysis, and is a co-prize winner of the
German Science Prize of the Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissenschaft. "Small and medium-size
enterprises bring together several strengths: They are specialized in a particular niche and therefore have
enormous knowledge, they think unconventionally and are not afraid to leave the beaten track, furthermore,
they are flexible in their organization and ready to give everything for their customers” is how Wolfram
Stichert summarized his presentation, and added: "We had previously heard a lot about ECP at hte. It was
therefore a very special honor and task for me to be able to give the Key Note speech today, and that in front
of this internationally experienced audience".
The core of every European Chemistry Partnering is fast and focused exchanges between creative minds
and innovative decision-makers in the chemical industry and its many user industries. The first focus is on
the innovators' "Pitches", which are short 6-minute presentations, and the second is the 20-minute
"Partnering discussions" that can be arranged in advance. The aim: to get to know each other across
borders and disciplines and thus to provide an innovative impetus for future joint projects. As a speed dating
Event, the ECP differentiates itself from the format of trade fairs and congresses.
One participant described it like this: "From the beginning, we have been a strong supporter of the ECP"
says a pleased Guy Hélin, CEO and co-founder of Syngulon, a synthetic biology startup from Belgium. "Our
technology innovations reach into many industries: Here at the ECP we find access to a lot of different
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market players, and not only to the well-known, large companies, but also to the hidden champions of the
Mittelstand.”
The European Chemistry Partnering and the ECP Summer Summit are aimed at decision-makers from
industry and investors. The companies come from very different disciplines in chemistry including: bioeconomics, engineering, digitization, data processing, nanotechnology, new materials and analytical
methods. The common denominator is that they are all involved in the value chain of chemical production,
from raw materials to the product, also including all services, from logistics to maintenance to sales and
marketing.
(Number of characters: 3.847)
Background:
97 percent of all products contain at least one chemical process step: renewable raw materials, enzymes,
industrial biotechnology, new processes, products from residual materials, digitization, etc. are changing the
processes in chemical value creation: starting with purchasing logistics on to production and finally marketing
and sales. Interdisciplinary exchange is gaining in importance. With the ECP, an international chemistry
community is growing that wants to derive more innovation from what already exists.
Further Information: www.ecp-summer-summmit.com

European Chemistry Partnering: A brief overview
The European Chemistry Partnering is an event format in which the focus is on discussion about innovation
along the chemical value chain. It is aimed at decision makers, innovation managers and investors in the
chemical industry and its user industries, as well as industry-focused stakeholders and qualified service
providers and consultants. The ECP consists of the elements: Keynote Speech, Partnering, Pitches,
Exhibition and Final Panel. Companies can describe their innovations in short presentations (Pitches) and
arrange appointments via a software tool in advance (Partnering). The European Chemistry Partnering was
conceived and initiated by Dr. Holger Bengs, Managing Director of BCNP Consultants GmbH. The first event
took place on 16th February 2017 in Frankfurt am Main. From 2018 onwards the ECP will occur twice a year.
In February the venue is Frankfurt. In late summer, the ECP Summer Summit takes place in changing
locations.
Further Information:
www.ecp2019.com
www.european-chemistry-partnering.com
www.ecp-summer-summit.com
twitter.com/euchempa
www.facebook.com/EuChemPa
www.linkedin.com/groups/8675175
www.instagram.com/euchempa/
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BCNP: A short profile
BCNP Consultants is a Germany-based Consultancy that specializes in the areas of Biotech, Chemistry,
Nanotechnology and Pharmaceuticals (BCNP). BCNP's core competences include scientific and technical
expertise, strong networks and industry knowledge. The company provides Strategy, Communication and
Sales consulting services via its divisions BCNP strategy, BCNP communications and BCNP connect.
Specialist areas are Market and Technology analysis as well as Innovation scouting. Since 2015 BCNP has
published the annual Compass to Europe´s Innovative Chemical Companies (www.chemistry-compass.eu), to
encourage entrepreneurship in the chemical industry. In 2017 the marketplace “European Chemistry
Partnering“ was initiated to bring together, and encourage dialog among, creative minds and decision makers
on an international stage.
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